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A B S T R A C T   

Thermoplastic Overmoulding is an emerging manufacturing method combining low-cost, high-rate injection 
moulding with continuous fibre composite elements. The combination of materials with dissimilar stiffnesses can 
create stress concentrations and warpage, with further complications caused by high injection pressures dis-
torting the continuous fibre elements (wash). This study uses a numerical model to consider a particular over-
moulding approach that utilises a strategically positioned local reinforcing element (an insert) that is loaded 
indirectly via stresses transferred from the surrounding overmoulding material. This offers a low-cost solution by 
minimising use of continuous fibre material, but has a higher likelihood of the aforementioned problems. A 
geometrical solution (a waffle-type structure) is used to address these manufacturing challenges without 
compromising the primary stiffening role of the continuous fibre element. An insert efficiency factor is proposed 
to describe the tensile behaviour and the diminishing returns on peak load in the insert when embedding 
increasingly higher stiffness inserts into moderate stiffness overmoulding materials containing short fibres. Ac-
cording to the simulation results, the proposed Waffle structure should provide stiffness commensurate with the 
conventional configuration; however, the experimental coupons highlight the complexities of injection moulding 
short fibres and indicate the detrimental effect of anisotropic fibre distributions within the overmoulded sections.   

1. Introduction 

Injection overmoulding of fibre reinforced thermoplastics is a rela-
tively new field, emerging in the mid-2000s to explore structural ap-
plications within the automotive and aerospace sectors. Typically, low- 
cost, fibre-filled injection moulding polymers are combined with high 
stiffness, high strength continuous fibre organosheets. In this way, 
manufacturing can be simplified such that the continuous fibre material 
requires only a moderate change in shape during forming, while the 
discontinuous material is used to generate complex geometrical features 
via injection moulding. The resulting process is rapid, with Takt times 
similar to conventional injection moulding (typically less than 2 min). 
The overall part cost is minimised by only using high-performance 
materials in areas where they are truly required to satisfy the loading 
conditions. 

Injection overmoulding can be broadly split into two categories: 1- 
stage and 2-stage. In 1-stage overmoulding the continuous fibre 

element is heated and formed in the same matched tool as the injection 
moulding. In 2-stage, the continuous fibre element is pre-shaped and 
then introduced to the mould for overmoulding as a separate operation. 
Each process has limitations that need to be overcome. The 1-stage 
process typically achieves a better interfacial bond strength between 
the continuous and discontinuous fibre phases, due to high interface 
temperatures that can provide rapid molecular diffusion and healing 
[1–5], but the continuous fibre element is highly susceptible to defor-
mation. In the 2-stage process the reverse is true – the continuous 
element is more stable, but the interface bonding is less developed. Gaps 
or micro-cracking can occur at the edges of reinforcing elements during 
2-stage overmoulding, due to freezing before full consolidation, result-
ing in poor interfacial strength [4,6–8]. Considerable deflections of the 
continuous element have also been observed during 1-stage over-
moulding that benefit interface strength due to improved mechanical 
interlocking, but at a cost to in-plane properties [4,9,10]. Tanaka et al. 
[11–16] provided a series of reports considering how to manage this 
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deformation. It is apparent that the quality of the interface is a key factor 
in successful overmoulding and that it is significantly affected by the 
manufacturing process. Poor bonding at the overmoulding interface can 
typically create the weakest point of the structure and can lead to sig-
nificant weight penalties if not designed out correctly. The 
manufacturing strategy is therefore critical to the success of the final 
component. 

The majority of applications using injection overmoulding to date 
have been concerned with adding discontinuous fibre-filled local stiff-
ening features, such as ribs, to otherwise continuous fibre reinforced 
surfaces with gentle curvature [17]. The primary loads are directly 
carried through the continuous fibre skin, which also defines the 
boundary of the part. This provides a structural component and this 
approach has seen considerable research interest for mainly aerospace 
applications, since the component cost is dominated by the volume of 
the continuous fibre organosheet. 

Composite overmoulding is also in development for applications 
within the automotive industry [18,19], where the primary drivers are 
cost and stiffness. Components for these applications tend to be created 
with smaller discrete continuous fibre elements, or ‘inserts’. These in-
serts are loaded indirectly, i.e. the load pathway extends beyond their 
edges, with the intention to introduce a local stiffening effect to the 
otherwise randomly orientated short fibre-filled polymer. Such an 
arrangement has several design and manufacturing challenges. In terms 
of design, while stiffness can be increased, an abrupt transition from the 
insert to the overmoulding material results in stress concentrations at 
the interface and a reduction in overall strength. This stress concentra-
tion is due to the mismatch in stiffness between the two materials, 
therefore the stress efficiency of the insert (ratio of the peak stress car-
ried by the insert during component loading compared to the failure 
stress of the insert) is low. This transition must be managed through a 
combination of laminate design rules and geometrical solutions in order 
to minimise knockdown in strength. One such solution is investigated in 
this study. 

Discrete inserts also exacerbate potential manufacturing problems, 
such as warpage and fibre wash [20]. Conventionally, an insert would be 
positioned at one face of an injection mould tool during manufacturing, 
as it is easier to clamp the insert in place and directly transfer heat 
through conduction. The position of the insert also provides preferential 
stiffening in bending, as it is positioned further away from the neutral 
axis. Within the context of this paper, such a configuration will be 
referred to as ‘Bias’ positioning. Whilst there are benefits to this 
approach, there are also significant drawbacks however, notably diffi-
culties maintaining a desired part geometry due to differential shrinkage 
behaviour between the insert and the overmoulding material. This can 
lead to considerable residual stress and therefore warping of the part 
(see Fig. 1), negatively impacting mechanical performance. 

There is also a need to restrain the insert in place during injection 
moulding to prevent fibre washing. To achieve this, the tool is designed 
to clamp the insert using ‘pinch points’, resulting in recessed areas that 
are not filled with overmoulding material. These must be carefully 

considered to avoid generating weak areas, while also providing suffi-
cient clamping force to prevent surface wash. Surface wash can occur 
when the unsupported edge of an insert is exposed to the flow front of 
the injected material (see Fig. 2). 

This paper focuses on overmoulding using indirectly loaded insert 
reinforcements, produced using the 2-step injection process. It explores 
potential solutions to mitigate the manufacturing issues of warpage and 
fibre wash in a simple panel containing a discrete reinforcing insert, 
whilst maintaining stiffening effects and maximising the stress transfer 
at the overmoulding interface. This is approached by moving the 
continuous fibre insert to the centreline of the panel to avoid warping, 
while reconfiguring the overmoulding material to maintain stiffness 
benefits and address fibre wash. 

Initially, stress transfer at the end of the insert is investigated by 
using literature-derived material properties combined with Shear Lag 
theory to explore the parallels between a single fibre embedded in a 
matrix and a continuous fibre insert embedded in a short fibre filled 
matrix (Sections 2.1 and 2.2). While strength is not typically a primary 
driver for these components, damage caused by tensile loading (such as 
interface or interlaminar cracks) could lead to a knock down in bending 
performance. Furthermore, using an over-engineered insert would incur 
needless added cost. 

Analytical and numerical methods are used to obtain an indication of 
the tensile behaviour for an insert when using a regular cross-section. 
This is expanded into a parametric finite element study using a range 
of material pairings to consider the effects of insert positioning within 
the part and the sensitivity of the tensile and bending behaviour to the 
relative dimensions of the insert and the overmoulding material. 

Subsequently, a modified geometry with equal mass is proposed as a 
means of resolving manufacturing issues (warp, wash), while providing 
equivalent bending stiffness to the conventional Bias case (Section 2.3). 
The concept of an insert efficiency factor is introduced (Section 2.4) to 
aid material selection for both the insert and the overmoulding 

Fig. 1. Example of warping in a glass filled PA6 overmoulded part caused by 
the non-symmetric, ‘Bias’ placement of a quasi-isotropic carbon fibre rein-
forcing insert. The 86 mm long insert has caused approximately 2 mm of 
deflection (red arrow) in the centre of a 235 mm long specimen. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 2. Example surface wash in a glass filled PA6 overmoulded part with a 
centrally placed quasi-isotropic carbon fibre insert, with the injection flow di-
rection indicated by an arrow. The deformation of the upper layers of the insert 
caused by flow of the overmoulding material across the insert surface is evident 
(referred to as ‘wash’). 
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materials. Theoretical data is compared to physical results in order to 
compare the models with physical components (Section 2.5). 

For the purposes of this study, the models are idealised and limited to 
the elastic region. It is assumed that there is perfect bonding of the 
interface, that there is no deformation of the insert caused by 
manufacturing, and that the in-plane fibre orientation distribution in the 
short fibre overmoulding material is homogenised and random. This 
simplifies the assessment to enable the geometrical effects to be isolated 
at this stage, which is expected to demonstrate potentially significant 
deviation from real physical data. Subsequent studies will incorporate 
interface data, fibre orientation distribution and explore the region of 
plastic deformation. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Material definitions for finite element modelling 

In general, there were two material types in the composite compo-
nents used in this numerical study: a unidirectional, continuous fibre- 
reinforced organosheet (the insert) and a short fibre-reinforced over-
moulding compound. 

For the majority of the simulation studies, the insert material was 
selected to be a unidirectional (UD) continuous fibre reinforced orga-
nosheet, using either carbon or glass fibres in a PA66 matrix. In the 
simulations, the insert materials were assumed to be transversely 
isotropic, and were modelled using an elastic material model. The fibre 
volume fractions of the insert material were selected to be 40 % and 60 
% to investigate the influence of insert material properties on mechan-
ical performance. The values of 40 % and 60 % were taken as practical 
upper and lower bounds for fibre content. The corresponding properties 
were calculated based on the approach used by Qui et al. [21,22] and are 
provided in Table 1. E2 and E3 were calculated according to Jacquet 
[23]. 

The overmoulding material was selected to be a PA66 matrix, con-
taining short reinforcing fibres (0.15 mm) of either glass or carbon. In 
the simulation, the overmoulding material was considered to be 
isotropic and was also modelled as a purely elastic material. The fibre 
orientation distribution was assumed to be 2D random in-plane (a 
Krenchel orientation factor (η) of 0.375, where η = Σ ancos4ϴ with ϴ 
being the angle between the fibre direction and the loading direction 
and an the proportion of fibres at that angle) when calculating the 
modulus values, as the membrane stresses (in-plane stress) dominated 
the mechanical behaviour of the specimen due to the fountain flow 
behaviour of the injection moulding material. Fountain flow is a com-
mon phenomenon in injection moulding whereby the variation of flow 
and shear rate across the flow front results in a layered structure with 
very low occurrence of out-of-plane fibres [24,25]. The fibre mass 
fractions of the overmoulding material were selected to be 40 % and 60 

% (mass fractions are more commonly used than volume fraction when 
referring to injection moulded materials). The corresponding properties 
were approximated according to the Rule of Mixtures, assuming ideal 
fibre distribution and perfect interfaces, and are listed in Table 2. 

In addition to the parametric studies for these materials, additional 
simulations were performed to compare the results against physical 
specimens. Two material pairings were considered: a 45 % Vf carbon/ 
PA6 continuous fibre insert coupled with a 35 wt% glass/PA6 over-
moulding compound and a 45 % Vf carbon/PA6 continuous fibre insert 
coupled with a 30 wt% carbon/PA6 overmoulding compound. The 
properties for these materials are also provided in Tables 1 and 2. 

2.2. Critical insert length - parametric study 

Cox’s Shear Lag theory is commonly used to account for the aspect 
ratio of a discontinuous reinforcing fibre within a matrix material [26], 
providing expressions to calculate the axial fibre stress and the shear 
stress at the fibre/matrix interface. Unlike continuous fibre composites, 
the isostrain assumption used to calculate the effective composite stiff-
ness (rule of mixtures) does not hold true for discontinuous fibre sys-
tems, since the fibres are indirectly loaded through shear mechanisms at 
the fibre/matrix interface. The mismatch in strain between the fibre and 
the matrix is a function of the position along the fibre and the radial 
distance from the fibre, which are both dependent on the ratio of the 
fibre modulus and the matrix modulus. There is a readily apparent 
comparison that can be made between the isolated, discontinuous fibre 
in Cox’s model [27] and insert overmoulding, assuming a Symmetric 
insert configuration (Fig. 3a). The Cox model is a useful means of 
determining the relative stress distribution in and around the insert and 
can be used to form the basis of an efficiency factor (see section 2.4.1). 
This factor can be used to understand the required insert length to 
maximise the tensile stress carried by the insert fibres before failure 
occurs at the junction between the overmoulding material and the end of 
the insert. 

To investigate tensile behaviour in insert overmoulding, both 
analytical and numerical methods were applied. For the numerical 
model, a uniaxial tensile test was applied by uniformly fixing one of the 
surfaces at the short edge, while a uniformly distributed tensile load was 
exerted onto the opposite surface. The data for this study was extracted 
from the central xz plane in Fig. 3a. The analytical approach applied the 
Cox model by directly substituting the monolithic fibre with the 
continuous fibre composite insert. Properties for the insert were taken 
from Table 1 and an idealised hexagonal packing arrangement was 
assumed to calculate the tensile stress. 

The size of the insert was varied in 10 % increments of both the total 
length and the total thickness of the overall specimen, between values of 

Table 1 
Mechanical properties for various insert materials, including 45CI used for 
validation. Designation indicates fibre volume fraction (40, 45, 60) and insert 
material type (CI – carbon insert, GI – glass insert). Values established using data 
from [32–37].  

Material label 40CI 45CI 60CI 60GI 

Material Carbon/PA66 Carbon/PA6 Carbon/PA66 Glass/PA66 
Volume fraction 40 % 45 % 60 % 60 % 
Density (g/cm3) 1.388 1.419 1.512 1.998 
E1 (GPa) 98.22 109.41 145.48 44.93 
E2, E3 (GPa) 5.35 4.33 10.35 9.55 
Nu12, Nu13 0.356 0.335 0.334 0.289 
Nu23 0.400 0.372 0.400 0.400 
G12, G13 (GPa) 3.12 2.52 4.44 5.49 
G23 (GPa) 2.12 1.65 2.97 3.36 
σb (MPa) 1455 1628 2147 1229  

Table 2 
Mechanical properties for overmoulding material, including materials used for 
validation. Designation indicates fibre mass fraction (35, 40, 60) and overmould 
material type (CO – carbon overmould, GO – glass overmould). Values estab-
lished using data from [32–37].  

Material label 40CO 40GO 60GO 35GO 30CO 

Material Carbon/ 
PA66 

Glass/ 
PA66 

Glass/ 
PA66 

Glass/ 
PA6 

Carbon/ 
PA6 

Mass fraction 40 % 40 % 60 % 35 % 30 % 
Volume 

fraction 
30 % 23 % 40 % 19 % 22 % 

Density (g/ 
cm3) 

1.327 1.466 1.711 1.416 1.275 

E (GPa) 15.44 7.07 9.97 5.25 9.20 
Nu 0.367 0.358 0.326 0.342 0.354 
Yield stress 

(MPa) 
221* 201* 232* 185 214 

*Yield values based on averages for similar commercial materials in Matweb 
database tested to ASTM D638. 
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20 % and 80 %. Nine different material pairings were considered, as 
shown in Table 3. The pairings were selected to provide parts with a 
range of overall stiffness values. This provided a total of 441 
configurations. 

2.3. Modified overmoulding design – Waffle geometry 

A modified geometry is proposed in order to address both 
manufacturing issues and to manage the transition of stress at the ends 
of the insert. This geometry is referred to as the ‘Waffle’ configuration. 
The overmoulding material covering the large planar surfaces of the 
insert in Fig. 3a and 3b carries significantly less stress than the insert, 
since the insert material is generally much stiffer than the overmoulding 
material. The Waffle geometry (Fig. 3c) redistributes this volume of 
overmoulding material to provide a more gradual stress transition at the 
ends of the insert. It also increases the overall second moment of area for 
the hybrid panel, improving the bending resistance to compensate for 
the central positioning of the insert. 

The central location of the insert provides a more balanced structure 
for moulding, greatly reducing the likelihood of warpage as the part 

cools, in comparison to the Bias insert. The large draft angle also pro-
vides ease of demoulding and the Waffle structure increases the direct 
clamping area of the tool face in the form of ‘pinch’ points, providing 
resistance to ‘wash’ on filling. This large contact area also facilitates heat 
conduction to the insert from both tool faces, potentially improving 
interfacial bonding in the surrounding regions. 

The dimensions of this Waffle structure can be varied through a 
number of parameters in order to improve the performance of the 
transition region, including rib height and width, rib angle and position 
in relation to the end of the insert, but this extensive optimisation is 
beyond the scope of the current study. A simple initial case was used 
with a fixed 45◦ angle to the Waffle (see Fig. 4). 

2.3.1. Waffle equal mass calculation 
Utilisation of the Waffle geometry should not incur additional mass, 

and so the design of the geometry was adjusted to ensure that an 
equivalent amount of material was used in the Waffle as in the contin-
uous cross section. This was achieved by controlling the height, the 
angle and the spacing between the ribs (see Fig. 4). 

A unit cell of the Waffle structure was generated to establish a 
relationship between the Waffle height and the distance between the 
ribs, assuming a 45◦ wall angle (Equation 1).  

Fig. 3. Three different geometries investigated in tension and bending: (a) symmetric positioning equivalent to the Shear Lag configuration; (b) Bias positioning 
representative of the standard insert moulding configuration; (c) the Waffle configuration. 

Table 3 
Material pairings used in Shear Lag assessment.  

Material pair code Insert material Overmoulding material 

40CI40CO 40 % Vf carbon 40 % carbon by mass 
40CI40GO 40 % Vf carbon 40 % glass by mass 
40CI60GO 40 % Vf carbon 60 % glass by mass 
60CI40CO 60 % Vf carbon 40 % carbon by mass 
60CI40GO 60 % Vf carbon 40 % glass by mass 
60CI60GO 60 % Vf carbon 60 % glass by mass 
60GI40CO 60 % Vf glass 40 % carbon by mass 
60GI40GO 60 % Vf glass 40 % glass by mass 
60GI60GO 60 % Vf glass 60 % glass by mass  

Fig. 4. The continuous cross section (left) has an equivalent volume to the 
Waffle unit cell (right). 
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2.3.2. Waffle structure parametric study 
As shown in Fig. 5, a numerical model was created to simulate lon-

gitudinal in-plane tension and out-of-plane bending tests for the Bias and 
Waffle geometries. The in-plane dimensions of the specimen section 
were fixed to be 38.64 mm × 5.76 mm (for the non-Waffle region) and ×
8.64 mm (for the Waffle region). The length of the sample was 172 mm, 
with the Waffle region being 85.92 mm long (including 4 × 19.32 mm 
Waffle sections, plus the additional end ribs of 2 × 4.32 mm). A reduced 
set of configurations was considered in this study, with the insert fixed at 
50 % of the total thickness of the component. Abaqus/Standard 2018 
was used for the finite element analysis, using 10-noded tetrahedral 
continuum elements (C3D10) with an average edge length of 0.5 mm. 

For the tensile test, one of the surfaces along the short edge was fixed 
(Ux = Uy = Uz = 0) and a uniformly distributed tensile unit load was 
exerted on the opposite surface. 

For the bending analysis, the specimen lay on two supporting rollers 
with a span of 80 mm in between. The 3rd moving roller was placed at 
the middle of the span between the two supporting rollers, but with 
contact established from the other side. A vertical displacement equal to 
the thickness of the specimen was applied to the punch roller during the 
simulation, causing the specimen to bend. 

2.4. Evaluation methods 

2.4.1. Tensile simulations  

• Material efficiency 

Both the insert and overmoulding materials were assumed to be 
elastic in the FE simulations and so the stress could be linearly scaled for 
increasing values of applied strain. The overmoulding material was ex-

pected to yield prior to failure of the insert material, as the yield stress of 
the overmoulding material is typically much lower than the insert σb 
(see Tables 1 and 2). At the point at which this yielding occurs, the stress 
in the insert material could be recorded and used to determine the ‘insert 
efficiency factor’ or ∊eff , which is defined as: 

∊eff =
σIN

max

σIN
b

(2)  

where, σIN
max denotes the maximum stress in the insert material when the 

component starts to yield and σIN
b denotes the expected ultimate tensile 

stress (UTS) of the insert material. The value of σIN
max is limited by the 

occurrence of yielding in the overmoulding material as it reaches its 
yield stress σOM

Y . Since the stress can be linearly scaled in an elastic 
model, a scaling factor fscaling can be calculated as: 

fscaling =
σOM

Y

σOM
FE,max

(3)  

where, σOM
Y denotes the yield stress of the overmoulding material, and 

σOM
FE,max denotes the maximum stress of the overmoulding material from 

the FE simulation. The maximum stress of the insert material σIN
max can be 

calculated as: 

σIN
max = fscaling • σIN

FE,max (4)  

where σIN
FE,max denotes the maximum stress of the insert material from the 

FE simulation. 
Therefore, the material efficiency ∊eff can be determined by 

∊eff = fscaling •
σIN

FE,max

σIN
b

=
σOM

Y • σIN
FE,max

σIN
b • σOM

FE,max
(5)   

Fig. 5. Schematics of numerical models (a) longitudinal extension of Symmetric configuration (similar for Bias configuration), (b) longitudinal extension of Waffle 
configuration, (c) out-of-plane bending of Symmetric configuration (similar for Bias configuration), (d) out-of-plane bending of Waffle configuration. 

Distance between ribs = x+
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
22x2

3

√

, where x is the height of the Waffle rib. (1)   
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• Maximum tensile load 

The maximum tensile load Ctensile
load can be described using the 

maximum external force when the entire component starts to yield. 
Therefore, Ctensile

load is obtained as 

Ctensile
load = fscaling • LFE =

σOM
Y • LFE

σOM
FE,max

(6)  

where LFE denotes the external load applied to the component in the FE 
simulation. 

The ratio between ∊eff and Ctensile
load is 

∊eff

Ctensile
load

=
σIN

FE,max

LFE • σIN
b

(7)  

where LFE is determined by the loading condition; σIN
FE,max is derived from 

the elastic deformation behaviour that depends on the distribution of 
elastic modulus across the entire component; σIN

b is determined by the 
material strength. Herein, the use of the strength of the insert material 
was based on the assumption that material yielding commences from the 
overmoulding material. Therefore, the mechanical performance of the 
component is dominated by the geometry of the component and the 
ratio of the elastic material properties between the insert and the 
overmoulding materials. 

2.4.2. Bending simulations 
A maximum vertical displacement (dpunch

FE,max) equal to the thickness of 
the specimen (h0) was applied to the punch roller in the FE simulation. 
The maximum reaction force from the punch roller (i.e. Rpunch

FE,max) can be 
obtained from the simulation. Since the materials in the FE model were 
assumed to be elastic, this reaction force (Rpunch) corresponds to an 
arbitrary displacement (dpunch) at the mid-span and can be scaled line-
arly as follows: 

Rpunch = Rpunch
FE,max •

dpunch

dpunch
FE,max

(8)  

where, dpunch
FE,max = h0 herein and dpunch should be small to ensure the ma-

terial deforms within the elastic range. Consequently, the larger the 
reaction force Rpunch

FE , the higher the maximum load-carrying capacity in 
bending. 

Thus, the maximum bending load Cbending
load is 

Cbending
load = Rpunch

max = Rpunch
FE,max •

dpunch
max

h0
(9)  

where, Rpunch
max is the reaction force from the punch roller, dpunch

max is the 
maximum vertical displacement applied to the punch roller. 

In addition, the bending stiffness (kbending) is another performance 
indicator, which can be obtained by measuring the slope of the load 
versus deflection curve, i.e. the punch roller reaction force versus the 
vertical displacement. 

2.5. Physical specimens 

2.5.1. Manufacturing 
Physical specimens were produced by Surface Generation Ltd. (SG) 

following the process shown in Fig. 6. The samples were produced at a 
nominal length of 235 mm (tool dimension) to allow additional material 
for gripping in the tensile tests. The short fibre granules (30 wt% carbon 
fibre filled Opti-Polymer 4121 WPZ- PA6 CF30 ST schwarz 16–1377 V 
and 35 wt% glass fibre filled BASF UltramidB3EG7) were dried ac-
cording to the datasheet provided by the manufacturers using a Summit 
Systems DryPlus 025. The 2.88 mm thick laminate inserts were manu-
factured from SGL PA6/CF tape utilising Sigrafil C T50 fibre at 45 % 
volume fraction. 

Flat panels were produced using matched die tooling incorporating 
SG’s PtFS technology, mounted to the platens of a hydraulic platen press 
providing up to 100 t of clamping force. Laminate preforms were heated 
to 265 ◦C, held at this temperature for 4 min and then cooled to below 
80 ◦C for demoulding. A consolidation pressure of 40 bar was applied 
halfway through the 4-minute dwell at 265 ◦C, which was held until 
demoulding. The laminates were cut into the required insert shapes 
using an abrasive water jet cutter. These inserts were dried prior to 
overmoulding under the same conditions as the granules. 

The interface surface was cleaned with isopropanol and heated in an 
oven at 60 ◦C for a minimum of 10 min prior to overmoulding. Inserts 
were manually positioned in the overmoulding tool. Location of the 
insert was achieved using a rebated geometry. Where necessary, reten-
tion of the insert was achieved using fixated tooling tabs. 

The injection moulding machine was an Engel Victory 120. This 
provided a maximum shot volume of 250 cm3 and a maximum injection 
(melt) pressure of 130 MPa. The maximum clamp force available was 
120 t. The barrel temperature ranged from 270 ◦C to 285 ◦C and the hot 
runner temperature was 300 ◦C. The tool temperature was held at 160 ◦C 
and the injection barrel speed was 10 mm/s. Switch over from filling to 
packing was set to 10 mm from full stroke. A typical holding cycle was 
42 MPa for 10 s. 

Samples were stored in an oven at 60 ◦C after demoulding and 
allowed to cool down to ambient temperature overnight. 

2.5.2. Mechanical testing 
Physical specimens were assessed in tension and 3 point bending on 

Fig. 6. Schematic of the process followed for the production of the physical test specimens with Bias and Waffle insert positions, using injection overmoulding.  
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an Instron 5581 testing frame, using a 50 kN load cell and a crosshead 
displacement rate of 1 mm/min. Textured wedge grips were used for 
tensile testing, with approximately 30 mm of material held in each grip 
such that there was 172 mm of sample between the grips to match the 
model loading case. A Limess Vic3D digital image correlation (DIC) 
strain measurement was used in combination with Pentax C7528-M 
cameras providing 1638 × 1066 pixel images. The cameras were posi-
tioned approximately 1 m from the samples with an angle of 30◦ be-
tween the cameras. A pre-optimised speckle pattern was applied to a 
water transfer film [28] and the stereo images taken during the test were 
analysed using the Vic-Software. The 3-point bend test used Ø10 mm 
rollers and a test span of 80 mm (from end rib to end rib), with strain 
measured using a calibrated iMETRUM digital video gauge (accuracy 
taken as ± 0.5 %). By placing the rollers at the rib positions, the effect of 
the Waffle cross-section could be assessed against the Bias without being 
influenced by the stress concentrations at the insert ends. 

2.5.3. Microscopy 
Microscopy samples were embedded in Synolite resin, with a 

maximum exotherm of 50 ◦C. Sample blocks were ground flat and par-
allel before sequential polishing from 400 to 4000 grit and final lapping 
using a 1 µm alumina suspension. Tiled images were collected using a 
Leica microscope and Image-pro software. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Parametric study of tensile behaviour in Symmetric configuration: 
Shear lag analysis versus FE analysis 

For each case, the direct stress (S11) along the longitudinal direction 
was extracted from the finite element model along the centreline of the 
Symmetric insert configuration and then compared to the results from 
the analytical Shear Lag model (see Fig. 7). There is a clear correlation 
between the two approaches, giving confidence that the simple analyt-
ical method could provide a reasonable approximation of the axial 
tensile stresses within the insert without the need for more sophisticated 
modelling. However, there are obvious limitations. The analytical model 

assumes that the tensile stress at the ends of the insert is zero, which 
contradicts experimental studies focussing on single fibres. Previous 
studies on single fibres suggest that strains at the end of the reinforce-
ment are negligible as Ef/Em tends to 100 (as is the case for a single 
carbon fibre embedded in epoxy) [29]. However, these strains become 
more significant as the ratio of Ef/Em decreases, as shown by Galiotis 
et al. [30], who reported strains of up to 0.5 % at the fibre ends when Ef/ 
Em was 16. 

These stresses and strains are therefore too significant to ignore, 
particularly for inserts with low aspect ratios (length / thickness). 
Furthermore, the Shear Lag theory imposes no constraints on the matrix 
thickness, whereas the insert thickness in this case is of a finite depth. 
Due to these factors, the critical length values started to diverge when 
the insert reached around 30 % of the thickness of the component (re-
sults not presented here). Consequently, an analytical prediction only 
appears to provide a reasonable result for thin inserts (up to ~ 20 % of 
the thickness, as shown in Fig. 7). The analytical model also assumes the 
specimen is symmetrical about the mid-plane and for these reasons, 
subsequent studies have used the finite element approach. 

From the FE data in Fig. 7a, it can be seen that the stresses observed 
at the ends of the insert were on the order of 450 – 500 MPa, which are 
expected to be well above the yield values of the overmoulding material 
(on the order of 200 – 250 MPa according to Table 2). This indicates 
that, as expected, the system would fail in the region of pure overmould. 
These values can be scaled to the value of the yield stress, to obtain a 
more realistic maximum stress in the insert that can be used to assess 
material efficiency. 

3.2. Material efficiency under uniaxial extension 

The tensile behaviour confirmed that it would be very unlikely that 
the insert would fail in tension before the surrounding overmoulding 
material yielded. The concept of an “insert efficiency factor” (see Section 
2.4) is proposed, which can be used to assess the peak load carried by the 
insert before failure occurs within the bulk overmoulding material. The 
‘efficiency’ of the insert can be used during material selection to eval-
uate cost versus performance. 

Fig. 7. Example of results for S11 tensile stress along the centreline of the insert, for an insert that is 20 % of the total thickness of the component. (a) Results from 
finite element model. (b) Results from analytical model. 
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Fig. 8. Surface plot of insert efficiency factor ∊eff for the material pairing 40CI 40CO as a function of relative thickness and relative length of the insert with respect to 
the part dimensions. Symmetric positioning of insert (see Fig. 3a). 

Fig. 9. Critical insert efficiency factor as a function of the ratio of the EI of the central cross section to the EI of the overmoulding material alone. The ratio on the x 
axis provides an indication of increasing insert thickness and stiffness. Insert configurations are 10–90 % of the total specimen thickness. Two materials are high-
lighted with equivalent stiffness profiles, with one making more efficient use of a slightly thicker glass insert (20 %) instead of a slightly thinner carbon insert (13 %). 
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It was observed in the FE analyses that stress concentrations occurred 
in the overmoulding material at the junction with the insert. By scaling 
this peak stress to the yield value of the overmoulding material, the 
maximum direct stress values along the centreline axis of the insert 
(S11) could be scaled by a similar factor and compared with the prop-
erties of the insert. In doing so it is possible to determine what propor-
tion of the maximum insert properties would be utilised before the part 
failed, which is noted as an insert efficiency factor (∊eff ) (Equation (2). 
For each material pairing, a surface plot can be generated relating ∊eff to 
the geometry in terms of thickness and length. An example is provided in 
Fig. 8 for the 40CI 40CO material pair. It should be noted that this 
calculation is performed based on a model that assumes perfect inter-
facial bonding, and so is valid only when failure is as a result of the 
polymer yielding and not a cohesive failure due to debonding. 

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the ∊eff values for a given pairing reach 
a plateau value with length, suggesting a critical ∊eff can be determined 
using an approach analogous to that of the Shear Lag critical length. 
These critical ∊eff were determined for each insert thickness and for each 
material pairing and are plotted in Fig. 9. The critical ∊eff values are 
plotted against a normalised value of rigidity (EI), where the calculated 
EI of the central cross-section of the part is divided by the EI for a sample 
made purely from overmoulding material (i.e. as if there was no insert). 

The efficiency dramatically decreases as the stiffness ratio increases. 
This indicates that the most efficient use of a Symmetric insert config-
uration loaded in tension would be as a long, thin insert relative to the 
dimensions of the overmoulded section. The results indicate that 
different material combinations and geometries with similar stiffness are 
achieved that have different efficiency factors, providing engineers an 
opportunity to find an optimum cost/performance balance. For 
example, the same stiffness is achieved when using a 70 % insert 
thickness 60GI 40GO pairing or a 60 % insert thickness 60CI 40CO 
pairing, but less efficient use is made of the carbon insert in comparison 
with the glass (The carbon insert is only loaded to 13 % of its maximum 
capacity, while the glass is loaded to 20 %). It is worth pointing out that 

there would also be a difference in the mass for these two systems, as the 
glass fibre-based combination would be approximately 28 % heavier 
than the carbon fibre system. 

It is apparent that using a discrete insert in a continuous section 
component does not provide satisfactory utilisation of the tensile 
properties of the expensive insert. Even in the best case, only 33 % of the 
peak tensile performance of the insert was used. An alternative 
component design should therefore be considered to ensure a more 
efficient use of the insert and to take advantage of the lower cost ma-
terials. This could include direct loading of the insert in a more con-
ventional overmoulding configuration, or geometrical alterations such 
as the Waffle shape proposed in this paper, and/or the shape of the end 
of the insert itself. Such geometrical changes could potentially reduce 
the stress concentration at the material junction and enable greater 
stress transfer to improve the efficiency of the insert. 

3.3. Bending case 

While smoothing stress transitions to improve tensile behaviour and 
mitigation of warping effects are beneficial, in practice insert moulding 
is primarily driven by improvements in bending stiffness and so the 
Waffle structure must perform in this area. A key attribute of the Waffle 
configuration is that the insert has been moved from the face of the 
component to the centre, reducing its likelihood of warpage, but moving 
the higher stiffness element to coincide with the neutral axis. The intent 
is that the Waffle structure increases the overall second moment of area 
for the overmoulding material to compensate, but it is necessary to 
quantify the effect of these competing characteristics. Simulation of the 
bending case as per the approach shown in Fig. 5c and 5d was under-
taken for each of the 9 material pairings in order to make this assess-
ment. An example of the simulation data is provided in Fig. 10, where it 
is apparent that the majority of the stress is carried by the insert, as 
expected. 

The reaction forces as a function of deflection were determined for 

Fig. 10. Stress distribution in (a) Symmetric, (b) Bias and (c) Waffle cases under bending load. Example provided is for the 40CI40CO material pairing.  
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each of the 9 material pairings. The gradients of these force/deflection 
plots were used as an indication of the panel stiffness values, which were 
plotted as a function of the insert modulus and the overmoulding ma-
terial modulus in Fig. 11. The stiffness of the Waffle configurations is 
similar to that of the Bias configuration in each case, in some cases 
exceeding it. This gives confidence that the Waffle configuration should 
have minimal impact on the bending stiffness of the part, whilst 
providing improved manufacturing characteristics. Both the Bias and 
Waffle configurations outperform the Symmetric case by 15–30 %. 

3.4. Comparison with physical specimens 

Physical specimens were produced to test the validity of the simu-
lations and to explore the component behaviour beyond the elastic re-
gion. Two additional material pairings were simulated to compare to 

available physical materials – 45CI35GO and 45CI30CO (See Tables 1 
and 2 for the properties used in the simulations). After manufacturing, 
the specimens were assessed for degree of warp along the length of the 
part. While the Bias case saw deformation on the order of 2 mm over the 
part length (see example Fig. 1), the symmetrical Waffle geometry 
reduced this warping effect to < 0.3 mm. 

3.4.1. Tensile tests 
Tensile data is provided in Fig. 12, showing the average yield and 

average maximum load for the Waffle and Bias specimens. This is pre-
sented alongside the neat overmoulding material as well as results from 
the model. The onset of failure was considered to have occurred when an 
element of the overmoulding material had reached the anticipated yield 
value (determined as an average of similar commercial material prop-
erties from the literature, shown in Table 2). 

Fig. 11. Surface plots of stiffness as a function of overmould and insert modulus for the three configurations: Left to right – Symmetric, Waffle, Bias.  

Fig. 12. Average yield and maximum load values for overmoulded specimens subjected to tensile testing, alongside predicted maximum load carrying capacity from 
the finite element model. 
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As expected, the tensile properties are reduced by the presence of an 
insert, due to the stress concentrations and matrix only bonding in the 
transition regions. The Bias and Waffle configurations exhibit similar 
yield values, while the Waffle has a significantly higher maximum load. 

According to Fig. 13, the Bias samples experience a strain concentration 
at the end of the insert that is 4 – 5 times higher than for the Waffle 
specimens, resulting in premature failure. 

The failure area for the Waffle configuration is also larger than for 
the Bias specimens. As can be seen in Fig. 14a, the fracture site for the 
Bias specimens is relatively planar in line with the end of the insert. The 
fracture site for the Waffle specimens (Fig. 14b) is coarser across a 
broader area, exhibiting failure in the overmoulding material away from 
the end of the insert. 

The simulation results from Fig. 12 appear to overestimate grossly 
the anticipated load at the yield point for the overmoulding material for 
the tensile case. This is in part due to an overestimation of the yield 
values for the overmoulding materials from the literature. Data pro-
duced from tensile dogbones was used, which tend to have preferential 
fibre alignment along the length of the specimen, increasing the Kren-
chel orientation efficiency factor beyond 0.375. The model also over-
looks failure at the interface between the overmoulding material and the 
insert, which appears to be a dominant failure mode from the images in 
Fig. 14. The interface has much lower tensile properties than the fibre- 
filled overmoulding material, closer to an unfilled material and on the 
order of 1/3 the tensile yield strength. 

The difference between the model and the physical specimens 
highlights the level of importance of the interface in the tensile case for 
both the Bias and Waffle configurations. The position of failure at the 
ends of the insert suggests that failure of the interface may be the 
initiator for part failure. If the interface is absent, the load is focused 
through a notch onto a cross-section that is half the area of the part 
(since the interface in these samples is 50 % of the cross-section). This 
effect might be mitigated by the use of tapered ends to the inserts, 
however this is not really feasible for small discrete inserts during layup 
and would perhaps need to be post-machined. Furthermore, general 
aerospace guidelines governing ply drops suggest that the length of the 
ply drop should be at least 8 times the ply thickness [31]. The specimens 
used in this study would therefore need an edge taper that would be 
approximately 25 % of the total length of the specimen at each end, 
which would also be impractical. 

3.4.2. Bending tests 
The bending stiffness data is provided in Fig. 15, alongside the pre-

dicted properties from the FE models. The prediction fits well to the Bias 
case, falling within one standard deviation of the experimental data, 
while the experimental Waffle specimens underperform in relation to 
the predicted values. Since the agreement for the simpler Bias case is 
generally good, there appears to be a factor of the Waffle configuration 
that has not been captured by the model. As noted in the introduction, 
the model assumes perfect interfacial bonding and uses a homogenised 
random in-plane fibre orientation distribution for the short fibres in the 

Fig. 13. Local strains recorded on the edge face of the specimen, determined 
via digital image correlation (DIC) for Waffle (left) and Bias (right) samples 
subjected to approximately 0.75 % global tensile strain. Approximate location 
of inserts shown by dotted lines. 

Fig. 14. Tensile failure behaviour examples for 45CI35GO material in (a) Bias 
and (b) Waffle configurations. 

Fig. 15. Load/Deflection curves showing bending behaviour for (a) the 45CI35GO and (b) 45CI30CO physical specimens in comparison to the model cases.  
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overmoulding material. As can be seen in Fig. 10, there are considerable 
stress concentrations around the central rib, which will affect the per-
formance of the interface. 

Additionally, the assumption of a random in-plane fibre orientation 
for the overmoulding material is simplistic according to microscopy 
sections across the Waffle rib in Fig. 16. It is evident that the larger 
volume of the rib area experiences non-laminar flow, such that the 
assumed planar random fibre distribution (Krenchel factor of 0.375) is in 
fact closer to a fully 3D random fibre distribution in certain regions 
(Krenchel factor of 0.2). This is due to the unique fountain flow char-
acteristics in these complex rib areas [24,25]. The models were run 
using Krenchel factors of both 0.375 and 0.2 for the Waffle configuration 
(see Fig. 15), however this alone does not account for the under-
performance of the Waffle configuration at higher deflections (relative 
deflections > 0.25). 

The microscopy sections in Fig. 16 also indicate a degree of cavita-
tion, which is the likely result of shrinkage due to the inability to apply 
sufficient packing pressure to the trapped ‘molten core’ regions of the 
ribs during manufacturing. There also appears to be some delamination 
of the insert near to the surfaces, which may have occurred due to 
deconsolidation when the insert was placed inside the hot injection 
mould tool, or as a result of a ‘wash’ effect in proximity to the complex 
flow in the ribs. Both of these effects could contribute to micro-cracking 
and early onset of failure. Such issues can potentially be addressed by 
modifying the manufacturing conditions. For example, adjusting the 
melt fill rate would change the deflection forces that influence insert 
wash, as well as affecting fibre orientations and the layer thicknesses in 

the fountain flow region. Molten core issues could be mitigated by 
adjusting the cooling rate and packing pressure to ensure full 
solidification. 

Yield and failure loads of the Waffle specimens are somewhat lower 
than for the Bias specimens, as can be seen in Fig. 17 (at about 70 % and 
55 % respectively). The load at final failure is within 20 % of the load at 

Fig. 16. Microscopy cross sections of rib areas in a Waffle specimen (a) and (b), showing areas of turbulent flow and cavitation, in comparison to cross section of Bias 
specimen (c). 

Fig. 17. Average experimental yield, maximum load and displacement to yield 
values for physical overmoulded specimens subjected to flexural (3 point 
bend) testing. 
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yield for the Waffle samples, with a more prolonged failure after yield 
for the Bias samples. 

The explanation for this prolonged failure, and perhaps for the 
underperformance of the Waffle against the model overall, lies in the 
difference in bending failure behaviour between the Waffle and Bias 
specimens. Whilst the Bias configuration fractures layer by layer 
through the laminate (Fig. 18a), the Waffle failure initiates through 
cracking of the outer layer of overmoulding material, with subsequent 
delamination failure between the overmould and the insert before final 
insert failure (Fig. 18b). This delamination failure demonstrates the 
relative significance of the interface for the Waffle geometry compared 
to the Bias samples. Performance will be highly dependent on the quality 
of the interface, lending this design perhaps to a 1-step overmoulding 
process that can achieve higher interfacial temperatures. 

At the early stage of process design for manufacture, a simplified 
model is used to gain an initial understanding of this new process and to 
identify feasible solutions to rule out undesirable scenarios. In future 
studies, fibre orientation distributions will be captured through mould 
filling simulations or by physical methods such as microCT. Fill simu-
lations can also potentially enhance the manufacturing cycle by iden-
tifying areas where molten core can occur, and determining conditions 
to minimise this effect. Combined with realistic interface properties this 
will provide a more robust simulation that can be expanded beyond the 
elastic region to capture more realistic predictions of failure, including 
those that are initiated at the interface between the insert and the 
overmoulding material. 

4. Conclusions 

Overall, this study has demonstrated that the application of a waffle- 
type structure to discreet insert moulding could provide significant 
benefits to component manufacturing; warp is avoided through sym-
metry of design, insert clamping is improved and part ejection is 
straightforward. Based on the model data, this could be achieved in 
theory with minimal impact on the primary stiffening role of the insert, 
with simulation indicating that the result could be superior with 
appropriate material pairings and manufacturing optimisation. 

The application of Shear Lag theory provided a reasonable approx-
imation for the transfer of shear stress between the insert and the 

overmoulding material at the interface, during tensile loading for the 
symmetrical configuration. However, this could not account for the non- 
zero strains at the insert ends. An alternative metric to gauge insert ef-
ficiency was proposed to aid material selection, which highlighted that a 
discrete insert would experience axial stress at only a small proportion of 
its failure limit, even with a perfect interface with the overmoulding 
material. Physical testing indicates that the Waffle structure reduces 
local strains in the transition zone between insert and overmoulding 
elements and increases the overall maximum tensile load to failure in 
comparison to the Bias case. However, there appears to be a significant 
dependency on the quality of the interface that causes under-
performance against the model for both the Bias and Waffle cases. 

In the bending tests, good agreement was seen between the model 
and the physical data for the Bias case, however the Waffle structure 
underperformed against the model. This may in part be due to fibre 
orientation and shrinkage issues, but is more likely due to a higher de-
pendency on the quality of interface for the Waffle structure. Notably in 
the three point bend setup, the 50/50 split of overmoulding material and 
insert material means that the interface lies on the neutral axis in the 
Bias case but not in the Waffle case. The current form of the model does 
not account for interface failure and cannot provide a realistic appraisal 
of properties beyond the elastic region. Ultimately, it is expected that 
discrete insert moulding will remain a primarily stiffness driven design. 
With that in mind, surface plots were provided to indicate expected 
stiffness in bending for a wide range of pairings of insert and over-
moulding modulus values. 
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